Basil Mathews discusses position of youth today

Vesper Speaker is Professor at Boston University

We can’t be neutral

There is need for a new world order

Basil Joseph Mathews, professor of Christian World Relations at the University of Boston, spoke at the Vesper service last Sunday. He discussed the transformations which are taking place in the world today, and the role of the young men of all nationalities which we have girded together in a "Camp of International Friendship". They were divided into various groups for the purpose of discussing the problems confronting all the boys of the world. A feeling of good-will and fellowship was created among them, which, however, overshadowed by the thought of probable war in the future. These boys were conscious of their differences, but were resolved to live and try to find a way to world peace.

When we regard the present conditions of five nations which were (Continued to Page 3—Col. 4)

FRESHMAN INITIATION
MARKS CAMPUS

Court is officially opened on Monday evening in gymnasium

Monday evening, October 8, marked the night for which Sophomores had been waiting a year. With the destruction of Freshman dignity, they were at last to be able to resurrect their pride so long buried. The side of the gym was lined with gowned seniors, important Sophomores, and Juniors. Suddenly the strains of a funeral march held the listeners in silence—the memorial revival had begun. A long procession of打听, known to the intelligent spirit as Freshmen, marched in.

The court had decreed they pay a fine of one dime, one nickel, and one red cent for the black eye and one dime, one nickel, and one red cent for the black eye they were given, as well as the missing tooth. The jailers had equipped them with white stockings, sneakers, blue gym suits and varied colored bath towels which hung dependant-ly from their shoulders. Each head of hair had been parted in the middle and dyed a light brown and down on the sides of said heads.

After every freshman was seated (Continued to Page 6—Col. 1)

Graduating Class Leads Number on 1934 Dean’s List

Class of ’36 holds second place, list shows high standard

CLASS OF 1934

Emily S. Daggy, Norwich, Conn.
Ruth M. Lester, N. Providence, R. I.
Jane E. Bird, Burlington, Conn.
Miriam A. Young, Springfield, Mass.
Olive Wester, Metuchen, N. J.
Eunice Brennan, Winnetka, III.
Jane Trace, Flushing, N. Y.
Joan E. Petrucci, Shaker Heights, Ohio.
Elizabeth R. Keep, Janaisa, N. Y.
Jean C. Daubry, Akron, Ohio.
Mildred L. Doberty, New London, Conn.
Alice Galante, Meriden, Conn.
Ethel A. Hofmann, Scarsdale, N. Y.
Jeanne P. Hunter, Georgetown, Conn.
Dorothy L. Luce, Alton, Ill.
Julia A. McVey, Lancaster, Penn.
Edith S. Richman, Hartford, Conn.
Emma T. Howe, S. Glastonbury, Conn.
Anne G. Sielwot, Middletown, Mass.
Alice C. Taylor, Staten Island, N. Y.
Edith M. Stockman, Hartford, Conn.
Edith M. Canevasco, New London, Conn.
Ruth P. Jones, Lansdowne, Penn.
Grace M. Nerioli, Hasbrouck Heights, N. J.

CLASS OF 1935

M. Elizabeth Gerhardt, Madison, N. J.
Letitia P. Williams, Hartford, Conn.
Alma Dowski, New Haven, Conn.
Geraldine A. Coon, Westerly, R. I.
Mary J. Loser, Cleveland, Ohio.
Tillie Fredrickson, Groton, Conn.
Barbara H. Binney, W. Hartford, Conn.
Mabel L. Spencer, Higganum, Conn.
Audrey F. LaCours, Bristol, Conn.
Celia T. Tustin, Norwich, Conn.
Irene C. Larson, Bristol, Conn.
Frances M. Bush, New Haven, Conn.
Lois V. Smith, Southington, Conn.
Elinor Green, White Plains, N. Y.
Adie Francis, Durham, Conn.
Doris E. Gilbert, Hanover, N. H.
Elisabeth Osterman, Swartwout, Penn.

CLASS OF 1936

Alys E. Griswold, Old Lyme, Conn.
Elizabeth L. Johnson, W. Hartford, Conn.

(Continued to Page 7—Col. 1)

Senator Walcott Knowlton Speaker

Dr. Avery explains purpose of Arboréetum

The principal speaker at the dedication of the Connecticut College arboretum on Saturday, September 6, was Senator Walcott of the state of Connecticut. Due to the rainy weather, the dedication was not held at the arboretum as had been planned, but in Knollton Saloon. Mr. Walcott, in his talk, stressed the fact that the public must become conservation-minded. He told of the spiritual value of forests and of outdoor life in general. He said that he was very much impressed with the beauty of the Redwood forests in the National Park in California which he saw during his vacation to that state this summer. The forests were preserred with the aid of private individuals who appreciated their value and the fact that they were important as lumber. Senator Walcott also visited the pulp cities in Mexico. There he saw the removal of woodfies from which the actual dates of pulp civilization may be determined.

Dr. Avery said that the natural beauty of plants is essential to know life and that the public must become conservation-minded.

Senator Blunt feels that our part in the or- ganization entitles us to an understanding of the financial situation. The college has three sources of income: gifts! money contributed by graduating classes or students towards scholarships. Out-standing among these gifts is the "thousand-dollar gift" given by the graduating class for library books. Minna Barton ‘34 gave $100 for equipment in the Physical Education Department. Betty Jane Buell ‘37 presented the college with $1000 for French books. The second is the endowment fund which covers about 6% of the annual expendi-tures. Mr. Plant has provided a mil-

PRESIDENT BLUNT’S CHAPEL

President Blunt’s chapel talk on October 9th was concerned with the college budget. We have a partial democracy at Connecticut and President Blunt feels that our part in the organization entitles us to an understanding of the financial situation. The college has three sources of income: gifts! money contributed by graduating classes or students towards scholarships. Outstanding among these gifts is the “thousand-dollar gift” given by the graduating class for library books. Minna Barton ‘34 gave $100 for equipment in the Physical Education Department. Betty Jane Buell ’37 presented the college with $1000 for French books. The second is the endowment fund which covers about 6% of the annual expenses. Mr. Plant has provided a million dollars for endowment and we have one Allyn professor, Mr. Kip who used to be president of the thousands of dollars given by the graduating class for library books. Minna Barton ‘34 gave $100 for equipment in the Physical Education Department. Betty Jane Buell ’37 presented the college with $1000 for French books. The second is the endowment fund which covers about 6% of the annual expenditures. Mr. Plant has provided a million dollars for endowment and we have one Allyn professor, Mr. Kip who used to be president of the college. The largest expenditure in the college budget is the endowment fund which covers about 6% of the annual expenditures. Mr. Plant has provided a million dollars for endowment and we have one Allyn professor, Mr. Kip who used to be president of the college.

The third and chief source of money is the Knollton Fund. This fund is expected to yield approximately $600,000.

The largest expenditures in the budget are for salaries by which an increasing amount has been set aside each year. This increase has made possible the highly trained, experienced work force we have. The sum set aside for library books

(Continued to Page 6—Col. 8)

Frederick Morris Of M.I.T. Speaks on Earth’s Origin

Discards Nebra and Meteor Theories

Calls Earth an Accident

Illustrates Theories by Use of Slides

On Tuesday, October 9th, 1934, Frederick K. Morris, professor of structural geology at M. I. T. spoke before a small audience in a talk of the Beginnings of Earth and Life. There are two theories or concepts of the sun. The first is a normal development or regular evolution of the solar system, and the second is the theory of catastrophe or the idea that the earth was formed and the idea that the earth was formed and the sun was formed and the idea that the earth was formed by the sun. The second is the theory of catastrophe or the idea that the earth was formed by the sun. This hypothesis is wholly wrong because, if the sun were a nebula, it must have been gas. The amount of energy has been calculated, and it is found that the suns were gas. (Continued to Page 4—Col. 1)

MRS. BELL’S ADDRESSES

LITERARY GROUP

Prize for Short Story with Editorial Possibilities Open to C. C. Students

Mrs. James Warner Bellah addressed a group of students and visitors on "Writing for Publication", on Monday afternoon, October 8, in the Mary Harkness House, the new psychological laboratory, and the observatory.

Thus an interesting and varied program will be presented for the enjoyment of the returning members of former graduating classes. Also during the whole weekend there will be a small exhibition of Mr. Logan’s work on display in Knollton.

(Continued to Page 6—Col. 8)
One Senior was recently heard to inquire, "How much do you suppose a little ten cent bottle of 'Psil' would cost?" Not in the biological collection of Hobart College (Gen-ner education.)

We have taken the liberty, therefore, of quoting parts applicable.

Our paramount aim is to foster vigorous student thought on national and campus problems. The function of the liberal college is to give students the money perspective and are dis-satisfied," says Dean Louis H. Dirks, of DePauw University (Greenecastle, Indiana).

Twenty-eight nights courses are being offered by the University of New Mexico (Albuquerque) for the towns-people who are not able to attend regular uni-versity sessions but who wish to continue their high-er education.

Seven snakes, including two venomous reptiles, are not in the biological collection of Hobart College (Gen-va, N. Y.)

(Continued from Column 1) come the degree to which it can exercise the fullest educational power at its disposal for the training of its men and women. In other words, education is a public business and the public should take an active interest in it. The student, on the other hand, must be aware of the public. Students, students get the money perspective and are dis-satisfied," says Dean Louis H. Dirks, of DePauw University (Greenecastle, Indiana).
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Senior-Soph Picnic

The Senior-Sophisticated Picnic gave their annual picnic for the fresh men last Friday evening in Bellairewood. Martha Hickman assisted by Katherine Woodrow,. Gertrude Park, Betty Lou Bossel and Mary Hall, all of '33, and Joan Blair '37, had charge of arrangements. A few minutes before five thirty, a group of hungry students appeared at the edge of the hemlocks, and helped the line for food, coffee, eteria style, reaching from the kitchen to the path. As the servers heaped the plates, the served took literally armfuls of food to nearby rocks and logs, and perched there, proceeded to do away with potato salad, cold meats, sandwich es, buttered rolls, egge cakes, fruit and coffee. As the darkness closed in, a large fire was lighted around which the company gathered to toast marshmallows and to sing.

ALUMNAE NOTES

Mr. and Mrs. Harry E. Clark have announced the engagement of their daughter, Annice Fuller Clark, C. C. 1927, to Mr. Carlos Eugene Hill. It took place on Saturday the twentieth of September at Middletown, Conn. They will live in New York City. Dr. A. P. McComb, '25, who is on the Nominating Committee of the Alumnae Association, was on campus last Sunday visiting Miss Frances Brett of the physical ed. department.

The marriage of Eleanor Ruth Wilcox '25 to Lieutenant William Sloan has been announced. Mr. Sloan is in the army air corps stationed at Wheeler Field, Honolulu, Hawaii. Lient and Mrs. Sloan are living at Wheeler Field.

WHAT'S BEING SAID

Sons Who Went to College

The banker's son who took up chemistry in a search of a universal solvent.

The alphabet soup maker's son who garnered all the letters from A to F.

The milliner's daughter who trimmed the sorority houses for day and evening wear for the college girland debutante, "Petites Modernes Shoes... aU very moderately priced:"

ECONOMICS ON THE AIR

The Economics Committee of the National Advisory Council in an Economic Announcement that it has in this year secured the cooperation of the League for Industrial Democracy in preparing a series of broadcasts on "Economics in a Changing Social Order" to be given on the week day evenings of the N. B. C. on Thursday evenings, from 3:30 to 11:00 o'clock Eastern Standard Time. This is the 4th season of the broadcasts on problems of economics arranged by the Council and the 100th broadcast on Economics will be given on December 18th. The distinguished group of speakers is being secured to commemorate that event. A number of the programs will be introduced by Dr. Levering Tyson, Director of the National Advisory Council on Radio in Economics and Dr. Harry W. Laidler, Executive Director for Industrial Democracy.

The speakers on the first program of the season, on October 4th, an introductory program, were W. C. Mitchell, Professor of Economics, Columbus University; Director of Research in the National Bureau of Economic Research; and former President of the American Economic Association; Dr. Israel Lash, United States Commissioner of Education; and E. Albert Harriman, Chairman of the Department of Economics, Washington State College, New York University; and Dr. Levering Tyson.

On October 11th, three professors of the University of Chicago, Paul H. Douglas, Professor of Political Science, Department of Agriculture; Robert M. Lovett, Professor of English Literature, will deal with "The Economics of Free Competition." On October 18th, A. A. Birle, Jr., New York City Chamberlain and member of the Faculty of Law, Columbus will speak on "Industrial Monopoly."

Other speakers will be Norman Thomas, Henry I. Harriman, President of the United States Chamber of Commerce, Reinhold Niebuhr, George Soule, John T. Flynn, M. \n
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VESPERS

(Continued from Page 1—Col. 5)

forcefully among the most powerful—
Germany, Austria-Hungary, Turkey,
Russia and China—we see clearly
the transformations which have taken
place within the last few years. Some
have lost their power, some have been
divided, others have an entirely new
form of government. This is only one
example of the transformation in human
life. Things once taken for granted are
either challenged or discarded today—
in the home, in democracy, in economics.
There must be a new world order or
a new world chaos.

Mr. Matthews is of the opinion that neil Communism nor Na-
tionalism can bring about a new world order. We all arc bound to
have an attitude toward this remarkable
world; we cannot be neutral.

How are we to know what to do
with our own life? We may obtain
ideas from heroes, books. If one is
conscious of the arc of human need, and
knows the arc of his personal capacity,
he can identify the point
where the two cut as the place of
opportunity. We dedicate ourselves to
a creative spirit—God. He will
open a path with what will be a
glorious adventure.

WHAT'S BEING SAID

Science itself is now disregarding the Newtonian concepts. Economics
is becoming humanized. But educa-
tion continues to create its own
energy and is sorrowful of "more
opinion."—Dr. James F. Hou-
se, professor of education at Colum-
bia.

IP

The world's salvation lies in rec-
ognizing the proportion of the con-
sciousness to the common duty.
Adolph Hitler.

IP

Prophecy between planets will be
the great event in the new world
consciousness.—Dr. Jerome Davel.
FREDERICK MORRIS OF M. L. T. SPEAKS ON ORIGIN OF EARTH

(Continued From Page 1—Col. 5) apart that, if they were once dis- pelled, they could never have been brought together again.

Then there was George Dar- win's hypothesis. He pictured the flight of the meteors, and said that if they crushed, overturned and clotted together, they would make the present size of the earth. This was wrong too, for meteors fly with much speed, but if they struck the earth, the air would act as a cushion, and the me- teroor would slow down. Therefore meteors do not adhere to bits, but shatter each other to pieces, and turn back to a nebula.

The theory today that is univer- sal is the idea that the earth had an accident. A star passed and made a glance. By powers of gravity, the sun was forced to let go 1/1000 of its power and the earth was born about the sun. Thus we were all once a part of the sun. Dr. Morris's comment on this theory gave us a new idea of the world. When we were on the sun, the chemistry of our bodies was much different then. We may or may not burn in the hereafter, but we did burn.

Another theory of the earth's re- lation to the moon has also been brought out. This is the old idea that the moon was flung out of the earth.

It has been proven that the moon is a fragment of the earth. It must have been, however, before the earth was formed, when it was a molten mass. No part of the earth could represent a place where the moon might have been flung out.

Slides were shown by Dr. Morris to demonstrate the moon and its re- lation to the earth. Volcanoes, their eruptions, mountains and their con- positions were seen. The cell and its development to new were shown to complete what Dr. Morris said was a "Short story about a long time!"

Doctor Leib Urges

The Realization of Student Possibilities

Dr. David D. Leib spoke in chapel on Wednesday, October 10, tak- ing as his subject the laying of a foundation for the complex world about us. The world is made up of four entities: hills and valleys, people, institutions, and ideas. We should learn to appreci- ate all these four entities.

The idea, the tangible thing, is the entity which holds the other three together. We should appreciate a college, not merely to gain a know- ledge of facts, but to formulate and to strive for ideals. We live in a world of ideals, and all of these are in relation to God.

In coming to college we should want to create a new and better world for the future by recognizing our obligations, and by learning to appreciate the four entities.

C. C. O. C. Supper on October 14th.

Connecticut College

Convocation Calendar

College Gymnasium Tuesdays at 4:05 O'clock

October 9th—Frederick K. Mor- ris, Professor of Structural Geo- logy, Massachusetts Institute of Technology, "Sun to Cell: A Talk on the Beginnings of Earth and Life." October 23rd—Mary Swaley, Professor of Philosophy, H. C. New York University, "Philosophy and Life." October 30th—Carol Anronovitz, Director of the Housing Research Bureau of New York City, "Housing and Community Planning." At 8 p.m.

October 6th—Walter S. Hun- ter, Professor of Psychology, Clall University, "Behaviorism and the Will." October 13th—Robert Hillman, Professor of English, Harvard University, "A Reading from his own Work with Commentary." At 8 p.m. Sel- den Memorial Lecture.


Enlisting the youth of the county in the crusade against the slums is one of the aims of the National Pub- lic Housing Conference, which will hold conferences Sept. 29th to Oct. 1st, at the Hotel Peabody in Mem- phis, Tenn., and the Hotel Beaux- Arts, New Orleans, and the State Building, Bricktown, Mass., Oct. 5th-6th. These two conferences will be followed by others in St. Louis, Denver, and San Francisco, for which dates have not yet been as- signed. The series of educational conferences is part of the campaign being waged by the National Housing Act. It stimulate housing action in those states and cities still without hous- ing authorities which would enable them to take advantage of the federal aid offered for slum reconstruction.

Experiments at the University of Michigan have proved that the cigarette ads are not all bols. Lighting a cigarette actually aids in maintain- ing a nonbalance in moments of stress.

Penn State Collegian Defends Vesper Speaker

New York, N. Y. (NSFA)—In an editorial defending the Amer- ican student against the repeated accusation that he refuses to think or to take cognizance of current world problems, the Penn State Collegian, official undergraduate publication of Pennsylvania State College, attributes the fault to the American educational system rather than to an attitude inherent in the average student's character. "True, the average undergradu- ate refuses to think," the Collegian concludes, citing the recent action of the Education School of Boston University in supplanting the traditional grade system with "honors," "satisfactory" and "doubtful," which "will tend to take the em- phasis away from the value of grades and stress the more essential need, which is knowledge of the sub- ject matter."

Will Rogers refused an honorary degree offered him by Wellesley col- lege saying, "I'd rather spend four years there and earn the degree." He's not so dumb.

To Town or Campus Prem or Lab, Drive Safely with The Blue Cab
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DR. MEYER DISCUSSES RUGGED INDIVIDUALISM

Cleveland, O.—(IP)—The so-called “rugged individualists” of the United States are men “who never got out of their childhood,” said Dr. Jacob C. Meyer, associate professor of history at Western Reserve University.

“Those people were valuable citizens,” he said, “when society was expanding. In other circumstances they must be curbed for the good of society. Society suffers from their grabbing. About all you can do with them is to put them in one of our Norman castles at Leavenworth.

“For 400 years they have been free to go and pick up whatever they could find. This is the first generation since Adam and Eve left the Garden of Eden that faces a world in which there are immigration laws and where immigrants have no place to go.

“The first immigration law was passed in 1883, and that was the first sign of a new day and the first sign that it had become necessary to expanding. In other circumstances, 400 years, since the discovery of America with all its wealth, we were children. We took territory. When there was no more territory to take from the naked heathen we had the World War. Then we began to take from one another. One man took a bonus of $1,500,000.

“Those people who had been trained for 400 years to steal everything in sight thought they could continue to do so in spite of the fact that the frontier had passed. We reached the place where instead of expansion we had to have regulation—and it was a bitter pill for the big, trained thieves. That is true not only of America but of other nations.

“Why can’t a man go into Wall Street now and lose all his property? One thing has changed. When a man loses his property now he becomes a charge upon the state. That wasn’t true 80 years ago. He could still go elsewhere and be rich again. This is the first generation that has seen a stabilized civilization.”

BOOK REVIEW

Mutiny on the Bounty $2.50
Men Against the Sea $2.00
Little, Brown & Co.

A saga of the sea in two volumes all the more remarkable because it is compounded upon a basis of truth. Compiling authoritative facts on H. M. S. Bounty from old archives in England, these two authors went to the Island of Tahiti, where part of the action of these stories took place and wrote a novel of inconsummate interest based upon these facts.

To all lovers of sea adventure these volumes will appeal, depicting as they do in intimate detail the hardships, the fortunes and misfortunes of the men who with unbelievable fortitude went through some of the most remarkable experiences recorded in naval history.
The past year and the beginning of this term show an increasing concern in undergraduate editorial columns with the problem of censorship. This is due to the significance, and an increasing willingness on the part of undergraduates to broach the vital issues affecting the student population. Below are a series of extracts taken from sheets as widely varied as the Campus and the Hunter Bulletin which indicate that an American student move is slowly crystallizing. Concerned students have taken the recent defense of Liberty, The Daily Californian right in Mr. Hoover's own bailiwick acridly comments:

"Thus speaketh the tool of the Mellon-Morgan-Rockefeller crowd," he calls it! Liberty to whom! Liberty to the starving masses of Americans who, the arbitrary action taken by the government, who thought more of the starving Belgians than he did of his own fel low citizens, to the screenings of the American people who own but one-eighth of the nation's wealth! Liberty for the majority of Americans who have an annual income of less than $1200 per year! Liberty for the $0,000,000,000 men who are alive! Liberty for the Veterans' Bonus Army who was shot down by Hoover's henchmen while the white veterans were in the midst of a peaceful demonstration!"


The Carletonian — "One recalls the German Student Movement of 1815-1818 with its high passion for liberty, the Austrian student movement of 1848, its alliance with workmen, its tragic defeat. In the United States college students by now, but begun to mediate these things. If through their determination not once flame up in the fight, we may determine that wars shall not come . . . ."

Rocky Mountain Collegian — an editorial reprinted from The Oregon Statesman — "The world at war, education is not to be questioned, but a short delay in the completion of a college course, even the entire omission of Higher education, is not fatal."

Hunter Bulletin — Feb. 27 — "As an uncensored college publication interested in the non-censorship of other college publications, we protest the arbitrary action taken by the Barnard Student Council . . . in getting up a board of censorship or a Barnard Daily Bulletin."

"Out here merely an indication of the despair which indi- appears this week on the college magazine." — The Literary Workshop which indi- appears this week on the college magazine. We have once again me use repairs, owing quotation is rom the Hartford Daily Courant: "There is much in the first number of The Literary Workshop which interests and stimulates. The atmosphere of all the contributions is artistically honest, without artificiality and post, the young writers are intelligent, and there seems a hopeful promise of a richer development in future issues of the magazine."

"Beauty Is An Asset"

Roses Rigter Dorothy Ray
62 Meridian St. Telephone 7251

Rules for "Limerick" Contest

Any person but store employees can participate.

Mail your Limericks to Betty Haines, care Genung's.
OFF-CAMPUS NOTES
(Continued from Page 1—Col. 3)

SAXTON: Did "Prudie" Johnson really visit its "relatives" in "New York last week end?"

Caroline Bullock and Gertrude Langmud seem to be the funsters at their house. If you don't believe it, ask the unsuspecting young things who have their rooms directly below.

COPELAND: Who tied the doors of "Toots" Moore's room and Ann McDonald's house together?

We guess that Jan Kreppa didn't dance with the most popular fellow, after all, at the Service League Dance for her choice turned out to be a "wallflower" and she was "steak" with him for half an hour. Better luck next time, Janey!

What freshman danced the whole senior dance without realizing that the expressions on the faces of her freshman friends were really meant for a purpose and not to make her giggle.

Beware of "Bunny" Hurlbut's name. She draws fire to the hearts of her house mates. Any practical jokes to be played and "Bunny" is right there.

LACEY: Lacey is rather boastful these days for Frances Henretta the freshman song leader, is an active member of their house. C'mon Red, give us a song.

JAYCEE: Jaycees also known how to work some of those "blue" notes has us all worried lest her "voice change," making her a sweet, effeminate leader of young things.

What coast guard will eventually bring Ruthie Altschul and "Jim-" "Jimmy" Whalen there. "Grandma" Gilbert proved very helpful to Betty Gilbert and "Ginny" Smith last week-end. Where did you go Saturday night?

MOISIER: The girls insist they are cooperative but when they think of some of the burned dinners it is hard for them to be so. Insistent about it, Miriam Kenigsberg?

If you smell tobacco you'll know it's Myla Rimage smoking her pipe. Who supplies the tobacco, Myla? Who blew out the fuse of the dance lighting so necessary for blind dates to be introduced to each other by candle light. Quite romantic, we'd say...

WHAT'S BEING SAID

A College senior shot his freshman man partner bridge over a bridge guarding his smokes as a small and minor error. No doubt the latter was buried with simple honors.

Cos-eds at the University of Missouri, who have signed a pledge not to eat more than fifteen cents worth while on a date, are finding themselves very popular.

DECELV THROUGH AND PRINTING DRUGS, TOILET ARTICLES AND FROCKS

Book Shop

Try These New Sundries: MELROSE SUNDAY CHOCOLATE CRUNCH

Connecticut College News

The Savings Bank of New London

Chairwoman PERRY & STONE, Inc.

The Bee Hive

DEVELOPING AND PRINTING DRUGS, TOILET ARTICLES AND FROCKS

Well-groomed for the Football Weekends.

FORMAL, NEW COLLEGE MAGAZINE, TAKES BOW

Photograph by George Wharton

FORMAL has two definite reasons for presenting an interesting college magazine to modern college men and women of America and to serve as an adequate medium for national advertisers who wish to cover this class market.

A few years ago, any burlesque editorial voice which commented on college life was saluted as a misinformed person as a legitimate mirror of student activity. People failed to ask whether or not these voices were qualified to reflect student thought and action.

Strange, college men and women failed to protest against being depicted as raccoon-coated "rahh raah" weird creatures whose i. q. was league under the sea and whose less-sonic philosophy, seek the sensational and the new, never covered the mantles of the gestures of "yale fellow well met."

The press and cinema, authors and playwrights combined to create a phantasmagoria of undergraduate life. From such a viewpoint emerged a voice—the Colleagian. The public, victimized by "spagund" and the antics of a childish few, undergraduates, soon considered college life a nightmare of drinking bouts, cut down fliers, eccentric professors and happy-go-lucky students who lived contrary to all rules of nature and man.

Fortunately this era is history. The shock of the depression and the advent of the New Deal have served to mature college men and women until now we have a much more intelligent group. Their new philosophy is liberalism, progressiveness and fine living.

In the columns of FORMAL, college men and women will find a type of fiction of particular interest to their group. Articles by nationally known business and social leaders written each month to aid mature college men and women until now we have a much more intelligent group. Their new philosophy is liberalism, progressiveness and fine living.

In the columns of FORMAL, college men and women will find a type of fiction of particular interest to their group. Articles by nationally known business and social leaders written each month to aid mature college men and women until now we have a much more intelligent group. Their new philosophy is liberalism, progressiveness and fine living.

In the columns of FORMAL, college men and women will find a type of fiction of particular interest to their group. Articles by nationally known business and social leaders written each month to aid mature college men and women until now we have a much more intelligent group. Their new philosophy is liberalism, progressiveness and fine living.

In the columns of FORMAL, college men and women will find a type of fiction of particular interest to their group. Articles by nationally known business and social leaders written each month to aid mature college men and women until now we have a much more intelligent group. Their new philosophy is liberalism, progressiveness and fine living.

In the columns of FORMAL, college men and women will find a type of fiction of particular interest to their group. Articles by nationally known business and social leaders written each month to aid mature college men and women until now we have a much more intelligent group. Their new philosophy is liberalism, progressiveness and fine living.

In the columns of FORMAL, college men and women will find a type of fiction of particular interest to their group. Articles by nationally known business and social leaders written each month to aid mature college men and women until now we have a much more intelligent group. Their new philosophy is liberalism, progressiveness and fine living.

In the columns of FORMAL, college men and women will find a type of fiction of particular interest to their group. Articles by nationally known business and social leaders written each month to aid mature college men and women until now we have a much more intelligent group. Their new philosophy is liberalism, progressiveness and fine living.

In the columns of FORMAL, college men and women will find a type of fiction of particular interest to their group. Articles by nationally known business and social leaders written each month to aid mature college men and women until now we have a much more intelligent group. Their new philosophy is liberalism, progressiveness and fine living.

In the columns of FORMAL, college men and women will find a type of fiction of particular interest to their group. Articles by nationally known business and social leaders written each month to aid mature college men and women until now we have a much more intelligent group. Their new philosophy is liberalism, progressiveness and fine living.

In the columns of FORMAL, college men and women will find a type of fiction of particular interest to their group. Articles by nationally known business and social leaders written each month to aid mature college men and women until now we have a much more intelligent group. Their new philosophy is liberalism, progressiveness and fine living.

In the columns of FORMAL, college men and women will find a type of fiction of particular interest to their group. Articles by nationally known business and social leaders written each month to aid mature college men and women until now we have a much more intelligent group. Their new philosophy is liberalism, progressiveness and fine living.

In the columns of FORMAL, college men and women will find a type of fiction of particular interest to their group. Articles by nationally known business and social leaders written each month to aid mature college men and women until now we have a much more intelligent group. Their new philosophy is liberalism, progressiveness and fine living.

In the columns of FORMAL, college men and women will find a type of fiction of particular interest to their group. Articles by nationally known business and social leaders written each month to aid mature college men and women until now we have a much more intelligent group. Their new philosophy is liberalism, progressiveness and fine living.

In the columns of FORMAL, college men and women will find a type of fiction of particular interest to their group. Articles by nationally known business and social leaders written each month to aid mature college men and women until now we have a much more intelligent group. Their new philosophy is liberalism, progressiveness and fine living.

In the columns of FORMAL, college men and women will find a type of fiction of particular interest to their group. Articles by nationally known business and social leaders written each month to aid mature college men and women until now we have a much more intelligent group. Their new philosophy is liberalism, progressiveness and fine living.

In the columns of FORMAL, college men and women will find a type of fiction of particular interest to their group. Articles by nationally known business and social leaders written each month to aid mature college men and women until now we have a much more intelligent group. Their new philosophy is liberalism, progressiveness and fine living.

In the columns of FORMAL, college men and women will find a type of fiction of particular interest to their group. Articles by nationally known business and social leaders written each month to aid mature college men and women until now we have a much more intelligent group. Their new philosophy is liberalism, progressiveness and fine living.

In the columns of FORMAL, college men and women will find a type of fiction of particular interest to their group. Articles by nationally known business and social leaders written each month to aid mature college men and women until now we have a much more intelligent group. Their new philosophy is liberalism, progressiveness and fine living.
...and while we're talking about cigarettes

I don't suppose you were ever in a warehouse where they were storing bales of tobacco. Anyway here's something interesting: Liggett & Myers, the people who make Chesterfield, have about 4½ miles of storage warehouses where they age the tobacco.

Down South where they grow tobacco folks say... It's no wonder so many people smoke Chesterfields. The tobaccos are mild and ripe to start with, and then they're aged the right way to make a milder, better-tasting cigarette.

---

IN NEW YORK THEATRES

GRAND OPERA

The Great Depression has its compensations. That America considered mere melodrama, both as playwriting and as one revolution. We have the materialistic urge, should ultimately side the usual standard of opera-a harmonious fusion of play and music, correctly done. But there is no doubt that this interest has sifted down to the rank and file of ordinary citizens. Perhaps the outstanding single factor in bringing this about has been the radio broadcasting programs of the Metropolitan Opera Company last year, followed by the so-called little opera season at the New York Hippodrome. The crowded seats of this large auditorium last year at practically every performance established beyond question the interest of the average man in grand opera. The plans for the coming season at several points confirm this. The Brooklyn Academy of Music will start a little opera season in late September. The Cosmopolitan Opera Company will open at the New York Hippodrome in early October at popular prices and with artists of talent and experience.

The Philadelphia Symphony Orchestra Group will commence an independent opera season of its own, which will include beside the usual standard of operas, such infrequently given works as the Russian opera, "Boris Godunoff." The people sponsoring the Philadelphia Opera plan to modernize their staging and approach Richard Wagner's ideal of the perfect opera-a harmonious fusion of the score, voice, stage and plastic arts into a union of perfect art. Grand opera in this country has an interesting season ahead of it and an annual opportunity is afforded those who can and wish to take advantage of it.

JUDGMENT DAY

Elmer Rice has scored in the field of melodrama, both as playwright and producer, in presenting this skillfully written play. Obviously a parapogue on the Hitler regime, it exemplifies both the strength and weakness of the Fascist system. The entire action of the play centers in a courtroom and concerns a trial of certain alleged government conspirators. It is a kind of play that requires a cast of unquestioned ability to rise above the weaknesses of mere melodrama. Such a cast it has (at least this is true of the principal parts), and some of its most impressive members are: L.V. Baker, William A. Bagwald and St. Clair Bayfield as judges of the court; Josephine Victor and Walter N. Greaza as defendants, and Carroll Ashburn as the prosecutor. Judgment Day is a forceful and stirring play.

THE CINEMA

With a decided trend toward the serious, that is, as far as an inclination to film historical and long accepted literary masterpieces can be considered serious, the motion picture industry seems pointed in a direction which may eventually lead it to a recognized place in the field of interpretive art. If it does this well both in contemporary and historical presentations, the critical reviewing fraternity will welcome it with open arms, and this commentator does not believe that the returns at the box office will in any way be diminished—it is possible that they may be increased. Witness such titles as "The House of Rothschild," "The Count of Monte Cristo," "The Affairs of Cellini," "Chopin," "David Copperfield," and others now running or to be shown in the near future, and you will see that producers are becoming intellectually minded or believe their customers are becoming so. The public have had enough emotional shocks from the depression and do not crave them in the cinema—they enjoy interesting and standard works artistically and, in respect to historical works, correctly done.

Next to this we believe they want romantic stories or musicals with sense and meaning, thoroughly clean and with the slightest semblance of dirt eliminated. This may seem a large order, but your commentator saw a preview of "Happy Days Ahead," a Warner Brothers release which just is that kind of a picture. One of the best of the current screenings running recently at the Radio City Music Hall is "One Night of Love" with Grace Moore, well known operatic star, as the leading figure. A thoroughly sincere artist with a voice of compelling beauty, she has pioneered the field in the cinema for her contemporaries in a way which we hope will lead to more calling upon experience and talented operatic stars to assist in gracing good films. Superlatives are not misplaced in congratulating Miss Moore upon her fine acting and singing in "One Night of Love," especially in the scenes in "Carmen" and "Madame Butterfly," which she does with such beautiful and unforgettable effect.

WHAT'S BEING SAID

Carnegie Tech was recently engaged in a search for cheer-leaders, and the following notice was put up: "Cheer-leaders wanted; must be intelligent, neat in appearance, honest, and diligent." A week later this notice replaced the first one: "Cheer-leaders wanted; no qualifications necessary."

Back in the 70's at Penn State College, the permission of the president as well as the approval of the Dean of Women was necessary to secure a date with a coed.

Johnsonian

Butler university is offering a course in the art of staying married. We need one in the art of getting married.

---
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